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INMOBI GUARANTEED OUTCOMES

HOPE IS NOT A STRATEGY
Brands place a premium on every moment that
appears on a consumer’s life map. As a brand
advertiser, you need outcomes, not just impressions
on those moments.
You can’t hope for an outcome just with a compelling
creative to engage your target audience. To capitalise
on these Moments of Maximum Opportunity
(MOMO), InMobi goes beyond impressions and
guarantees you outcomes.
InMobi Guaranteed Outcomes is the realization
of multiple years of investment in decision and
predictive sciences. Using our advanced machine
learning algorithms, we take the uncertainty out of
mobile marketing campaigns.

WHAT IS INMOBI GUARANTEED
OUTCOMES
InMobi Guaranteed Outcomes is a real-time
decision engine where each ad impression is based
on an individual decision to spend or not spend. This
engine is powered by pioneering technology from
InMobi to guarantee the advertiser Key Perfomance
Indicators (KPIs).

of guaranteeing brand objectives. Also, unlike other
providers, InMobi continues to improve the eCPM
for our publisher partners.

REAL RESULTS
Engagement rates of up to 3% have already been
realized with early advertiser clients. Rates are
typically 2 to 3 times the agreed-to floor rate.

4.3x

increase in Call To Action (CTA)
rates for a global US-based beverages client.

3x

increase in CTA rates for a US based QSR
multinational client.

3.7x

increase in CTA rates for a
European auto client.

InMobi has reduced the prediction error of this
decision engine, allowing it to assume all of the risk
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INMOBI GUARANTEED OUTCOMES
InMobi Guaranteed Outcomes is not a make-good
where campaign dollars are spent first, with additional
impressions offered at no charge to complete a committed
goal. Instead, InMobi continues to raise the bar, taking an
advertising engagement rate that is already higher than
the industry average to the top-most most ranges seen by
advertisers.
With this disruptive technology, InMobi becomes the first
player in the ecosystem to offer guaranteed floors for
advertisers.

HOW INMOBI GUARANTEED OUTCOMES
WORKS

1

Advertiser and InMobi set KPI floor such as lead
generation, social engagement, video completion
rate, subscriptions etc.

2

InMobi targets the stated audience cohorts with
immersive creatives

3

InMobi Guaranteed Outcomes will predict adeffectiveness ratios within the impression microclusters using decision sciences and machine
learning.

INMOBI GUARANTEED
OUTCOMES USE CASES

An auto manufacturer wants to
sign up in-market buyers on mobile
for test-driving its newly launched
car (mobile marketing objective).
Today, it runs a mobile campaign
with a lead-gen form, targeting its
stated audience segments. With
InMobi Guaranteed Outcomes,
we can contract and deliver a
guaranteed test-drive subscription
rate. This ensures down-side
protection for the advertisers
along with strict governance on
KPI.

A retail brand wants to promote
its offers for the upcoming
holiday season and make sure it
is minimizing spillage of its mobile
marketing investment on nonengaging/uninterested consumers.
By running a mobile campaign on
InMobi Guaranteed Outcomes,
it can achieve a minimum coupon
clip rate, significantly increasing
its chances of conversion and
eventually, higher sales.
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INMOBI MOBILE NATIVE ADS

ABOUT INMOBI
InMobi enables the world’s leading brands, developers, and publishers to engage global consumers through
mobile advertising. InMobi platforms leverage advances in big data, user behavior, and cloud-based
architectures to simplify mobile advertising for its customers. Recognized by MIT Technology Review as
one of the 50 Disruptive Companies of 2013, InMobi is the world’s largest independent mobile ad network,
engaging 872 million uniques across more than 200 countries.

INMOBI OFFICE
OFFICE WITH CREATIVE TEAM

Privacy Policy
InMobi is committed to respecting and protecting individuals’ privacy rights. Much of the information we hold is purely technical in nature and relates to the devices
that interact with our ads rather than being “personal” in nature about any individual. InMobi does not know who you are or what your name is.
InMobi has been awarded TRUSTe’s Privacy Seal signifying that this privacy policy and practices have been reviewed by TRUSTe for compliance with TRUSTe’s Privacy
and TRUSTed Data program requirements including transparency, accountability and choice regarding the collection and use of consumer information.
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